I. Posudek vedoucího diplomové práce

Buleza Koci has worked on her diploma thesis on the Department of Pharmaceutical Botany and Ecology within winter and summer terms of the academic year 2009/2010. Her thesis met the submitted objectives both for the executed experiments, and for the processing of experimental data. In the framework of the literature preparation and the evaluation of experiments the student proved her ability to work with scientific literature. The literature sources were always quoted in due form. The thesis meets the requirements laying on special text after page expertness, stylistics and grammar.

The student performed the experimental part of the work independently and conscientiously. She handled the special laboratory methods of isolation of natural compounds excellently. She proved her skills and ability to organize her work in laboratory. She taken consultation with supervisor. She wrote her diploma thesis independently and excellently.

This diploma thesis meets all conditions laying upon this type of qualifying thesis, that is why I recommend it for acceptance and defence in compliance with the tutor recommendation.